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 After i have banged my head against it over and over again i have tried to load the game 3 times with no success. Each time it will not launch. If i wait a few hours and launch it will say an error has occurred and ask if i want to delete the game and relaunch it and i refuse every time. Click to expand... Have you try the definitive version? The first time I installed it I didn't launch it, and it asked me if I
wanted to delete the game and relaunch it. This time it seems that it is just a normal install and there is no trick to get it launched. I have. I just downloaded it and tried to play the game, but it keeps telling me it's a corrupted file. I don't think it's a corrupted file, because I have used it on other computers and it's fine. What happens is that I download it (and when i'm finished downloading it, i double-

click on the game to install it), the game is installed, but it doesn't launch and i'm sent to the EULA screen. I have rebooted my computer numerous times, I've uninstalled, reinstalled, and checked the.exe file. What's happening is that every time I launch, it opens the installer, checks for updates, downloads those, runs the installer, downloads all files, closes the installer, and then launches the game. I've
tried it with different versions of the game, different languages. My computer specs are OK, so what could be going on? I have played the game in the past, so I think I have a good feel for it. Maybe it will work better if you make sure you launch the game, and not the installer. 82157476af
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